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1) This is my #Qanon thread for July 24, 2018.
Q posts can be found here: qanon.pub
My Theme: "From Sea To Shining Sea"
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2) #Qanon posted this.
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3) Here are a few responses by the anons to #Qanon
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4) #Qanon
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5) #Qanon
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6) #Qanon
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7) #Qanon
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8) #Qanon
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7) #Qanon
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8) #Qanon
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9) An anon responded to #Qanon saying the President doesn't speculate. He's been mentioning the
server because he knows where it is.
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10) This anon responded to #Qanon saying John Huber reports to Jeff Sessions.
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11) This anon disagreed saying Huber reports to Rod Rosenstein.
#Qanon
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12) This anon made some good observations.
We need to follow the lead of the President and keep public interest high concerning the server.
#Qanon
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13) Who are the anons?
Average people like you and me who [anonymously] research clues in search of the truth.
The mainstream media views anons as a threat to their existence.
#Qanon
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14) POTUS (via Huber, Sessions and the NSA) have all the info stored on The DNC server.
For all we know, they may have the physical server itself.
#Qanon
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15) The good guys also have the info stored on the Democratic Caucus Congressional server that went
missing which is the big secret underpinning the Awan scandal.
#Qanon
House Report Concluded Pakistanis Made ‘Unauthorized Access’ To Congressional Servers
'Classic method for insiders to exfiltrate data'
https://dailycaller.com/2018/01/16/house-report-concluded-pakistanis-made-unauthorized-access-to-congress…

https://dailycaller.com/2018/01/16/house-report-concluded-pakistanis-made-unauthorized-access-tocongressional-servers/
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16) #QAnon wrote:
Topics stated in past.
Future BIG meaning?
Repeats important.
Think Twitter.
Those awake see.
Those asleep blind.
Fake news [prop arm of D/DS] failing.
Panic.
17) It's critical to focus on topics that #Qanon repeats.
Repeated themes & subjects tell us what events are coming.
(Sadly, many people choose to focus on obscure topics Q has only mentioned once.)
18) Social media platforms like Twitter have been used to control the public narrative and have been
mentioned often in the past.
#Qanon's mention of Twitter today indicates that changes & news are forthcoming.
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#Qanon wrote:
Those awake see.
Those asleep blind.
Fake news [prop arm of D/DS] failing
The mainstream media is the [prop]aganda arm of the [D]em party and the [D]eep [D]tate that keeps
people in darkness.
The truth will expose lies and darkness.
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20) #Qanon said we have more than we know and posted a link to a letter from members of Congress
who referred for criminal prosecution James Comey, Loretta Lynch, Andrew McCabe, Peter Strzok, Lisa
Page and Hillary Clinton.
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21) #Qanon Page 1 of letter
Link: https://gosar.house.gov/uploadedfiles/criminal-referral.pdf
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22) #Qanon posted the latest his piece by Huffington Post noting that they're desperate to discredit the
movement.
Link:
The QAnon Conspiracy Has Stumbled Into Real Life, And It’s Not Going To End Well
Armed men showing up and demanding answers to conspiracies. That can't be good.
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/qanon-conspiracy-real-life_us_5b54bbafe4b0b15aba8fe484

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/qanon-conspiracy-real-life_us_5b54bbafe4b0b15aba8fe484
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23) #Qanon suggested that some of the information he and the team provide is intended for less-thanobvious purposes like keeping the mainstream media off balance and predicting future cycles of posting.
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24) In the past, #QAnon went dark for 10 days and more recently for 20 days.
Is there a 30-day window of silence in the future?
Also - consider using CONFIRMED posts and graphics and avoid putting too much stock in unconfirmed
theories.
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25) #Qanon asked a great question:
Why did the FISA court hand over the application for the warrant on Carter [Page] when FOIA doesn't
apply to FISA?
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26) Because the President is permitted to do so per section 5.2 of Executive Order 13526 which regulates

the classification and declassification of information related to national security.
https://www.archives.gov/isoo/policy-documents/cnsi-eo.html
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27) #Qanon referenced section 5.2 of the Executive Order. Here's the text of that section.
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28) #QAnon also suggested that the Carter Page FISA application was released in redacted form because
some of the information contained in it pertains to ongoing investigations and/or potential Grand Jury
matters under the direction of John Huber.
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29) Previously, #Qanon posed a list of link to articles attempting to debunk the movement. This is a list
of more recent articles.
(Links to follow.)
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30) #Qanon posted an NBC News tweet about Apple's decision to remove the Q Drops app from their
store.

NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt
@NBCNightlyNews

Apple pulls conspiracy theory application from the App Store.
nbcnews.to/2zKdsmF@JoLingKent has the story.
200 12:45 AM - Jul 19, 2018
623 people are talking about this
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31) Next is today's #Qanon hit piece by @HuffPost
The QAnon Conspiracy Has Stumbled Into Real Life, And It’s Not Going To End Well
Armed men showing up and demanding answers to conspiracies. That can't be good.
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/qanon-conspiracy-real-life_us_5b54bbafe4b0b15aba8fe484

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/qanon-conspiracy-real-life_us_5b54bbafe4b0b15aba8fe484
32) The irony of the HuffPo article is that on the same day they attempt to debunk a pizzagate-like sex
conspiracy, 4 more members of a pizzagate-like sex cult were arrested.
#Qanon
Bronfman, Salzman and two more charged with federal crimes in NXIVM probe
ALBANY - A superseding indictment unsealed Tuesday charged several top members of the secretive
NXIVM organization with running a criminal enterprise that engaged in crimes including money laundering…
https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Bronfman-Salzman-and-two-more-charged-with-13100041.php

https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Bronfman-Salzman-and-two-more-charged-with13100041.php
33) Here's the next link from #Qanon about Shiva Ayyadurai, who has apparently joined the movement.
https://www.rightwingwatch.org/post/massachusetts-senate-candidate-shiva-ayyadurai-spreadsqanon-conspiracy-theory/
34) Apparently, capitalism in the name of #Qanon is of the devil as this next article from NBC tries to
shame those who have Q merchandise for sale on Amazon.
Like the fringe conspiracy theory Qanon? There’s plenty of merch for sale on Amazon
Devotees of Qanon, a far-right conspiracy theory, are showing their devotion to the cause by buying
merchandise, including T-shirts, hats, and jewelry, on Amazon.com.
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/fringe-conspiracy-theory-qanon-there-s-plenty-merch-sal…

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/fringe-conspiracy-theory-qanon-there-s-plentymerch-sale-amazon-n892561
35) The George Soros-funded Media Matters is doing their part to help quell the "baseless #Qanon
conspiracy."
Shoutout to @HillsboroughGOP for standing in the line of fire and linking to my Q for beginners video.
👍

A GOP Twitter account is helping spread the baseless internet conspiracy theory QAnon
An account that identifies itself as the “official Twitter account for the Hillsborough County Republican
Executive Committee” spread the 8chan-originated baseless conspiracy theory called QAnon b
https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/07/15/gop-twitter-account-helping-spread-baseless-internet-conspira…

https://www.mediamatters.org/blog/2018/07/15/gop-twitter-account-helping-spread-baselessinternet-conspiracy-theory-qanon/220677
36) The Daily Beast is obsessed with #Qanon.
Nearly every week they publish an article attempting to throw shade on the tin-foil-hat-wearing kooks
who follow Q.

What Is QAnon? The Craziest Theory of the Trump Era, Explained
From celebrities to the grassroots, the right is obsessed with the idea there is a secret conspiracy where
Hillary is headed for Gitmo. Here’s everything you need to know.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/what-is-qanon-the-craziest-theory-of-the-trump-era-explained

https://www.thedailybeast.com/what-is-qanon-the-craziest-theory-of-the-trump-era-explained
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37) #Qanon wrote:
All for a baseless conspiracy?
Enjoy the show!
.......
Something BIG is about to DROP.
Q
38) An anon pointed out that the term "Conspiracy Theory" was first used by the C_IA to shame people
who questioned official government narratives.
#Qanon
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39) This may be a better description for those who follow #Qanon
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40) An anon posted a video about the removal of the Q Drop app from the Apple store.
#Qanon
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41) Here's the video the anon posted
#Qanon

https://www.youtube.com/embed/co0SBtpAqZw
42) #Qanon responded.
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43) By "Rebirth" I assume #Qanon is referring to the recent push for a rebirth of our nation as a socialist
country.
The wars to spread socialism under Nazi Germany were financed by the Rothschilds, who set up banks in
most European nations.
The Rothschild 1901 – 1919: The secret creators of World War 1
1901: The Jews from the colonies set up in Palestine by Edmond James de Rothschild, send a delegation to
him which tell him, “If you wish to save the Yishuv (The Jewish settlement) first take…
https://thedaysofnoah.wordpress.com/2011/01/03/the-rothschild-1901-1919-the-secret-creators-of-world-war-1/

https://thedaysofnoah.wordpress.com/2011/01/03/the-rothschild-1901-1919-the-secret-creators-ofworld-war-1/
44) Today, in addition to the Rothschilds, the work of advancing socialism is also funded by George
Soros.
#Qanon
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45) Dark to LIGHT.
GOOD WINS.
#QAnon
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44) #Qanon began posting today shortly before the President spoke at the VFW in Kansas City, Missouri.
The first line of today's first post by Q was: "From Sea to Shining Sea."
45) An anon noticed that the words "From sea to shining sea" were in the song at the President's speech
and thought it may have been a marker.
#Qanon
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46) The President drew the audience's attention to the lyrics "From sea to shining sea" before his speech
today.
#Qanon
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47) #Qanon responded.
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48) #Qanon posted this.
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49) #Qanon follower KatG3853 posted a video on Reddit showing the President's motorcade honking as
they went by people holding up a sign saying "Honk for Q"
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50) #Qanon confirnmed it was the team who saw them.
Link: https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/91j83q/motorcade_honk/
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51) #Qanon posted a link to a tweet by @LarsPrintzen
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52) Here is @LarsPrintzen's tweet.
#QAnon
Link:
Lars Printzén
@LarsPrintzen
Replying to @Jordan_Sather_

What line in the opening song did @Potus point out just five
minutes after Q's first drop today. Hahaha!
pscp.tv/w/1gqGvXMlLVkxB
3,707 6:22 PM - Jul 24, 2018

The White House @WhiteHouse
President Trump Speaks at the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States National Convention

pscp.tv

2,569 people are talking about this
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53) #Qanon reposted a quote from Devin Nunes explaining why he referred 10 members of Obama's staff
to the House Judiciary and Oversight committees.
Put these together and Q is telling us they obtained info on Trump illegally through the Five Eyes (FVEY).
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54) Here's the article the Devin Nunes quote was taken from.
#Qanon
Nunes Refers Ten Obama Officials to House Judiciary and Oversight Joint Task Force | Breit…
House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes (R-CA) on Monday referred ten current and former
U.S. officials to the House Judiciary and Oversight & Government Reform Committees' joint task force…
https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/02/nunes-refers-ten-obama-officials-to-house-judiciary-an…

https://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/07/02/nunes-refers-ten-obama-officials-to-housejudiciary-and-oversight-joint-task-force/
55) #Qanon said:
Something BIG is about to DROP.
Q
If I had to guess, I'd say we're about to see fruit come from the work Devin Nunes has been doing.
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56) That would explain why Obama's former Director of National Intelligence James Clapper is blaming
Obama for the Russia investigation and all the intelligence shenanigans that surrounded it.
The rats know the ship is sinking.
#Qanon

0:00

57) Answering #Qanon's question about who US Attorney John Huber reports to:
All U.S Attorneys report [directly] to the Deputy Attorney General, Rod Rosenstein
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58) The only position in the DOJ whose direct superior is Jeff Sessions is the Deputy Attorney General,
Rod Rosenstein.
#Qanon
Link: justice.gov/agencies/chart
59) Although U.S. Attorneys like John Huber normally report directly to the Deputy AG, it seems the job
he was assigned by Sessions may have him reporting directly to the Attorney General.
#Qanon
Mystery surrounds Sessions appointee to FBI investigation
U.S. Attorney John Huber has been given an unusual role.
http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/381888-mystery-surrounds-sessions-appointee-to-fbi-investigation

http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/381888-mystery-surrounds-sessions-appointee-to-fbiinvestigation
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60) Overnight, #Qanon posted a link to a CNBC article about the opportunity the President has to reform
the Federal Reserve.
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61) Here's the link #Qanon posted.
Dick Bove: Trump poised to take control of the Federal Reserve
President Donald Trump has multiple reasons as to why he should take control of the Federal Reserve. He
will do so both because he can and because his broader policies argue that he should do so.
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html
62) On April 19th, #Qanon hosted a short question and answer session. One of the questions answered
was about the Federal Reserve. An anon posted this response.
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63) #Qanon reposted the above proof and added a link to another article supporting the President's plans
to reform the Federal Reserve.
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64) Here's the link #Qanon posted.
Strategist Mark Grant: Trump has a right to call out the Fed if it's not acting in the US best int…
Grant says if the Federal Reserve continues raising interest rates it will slow down economic growth.
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/23/strategist-mark-grant-trump-has-a-right-to-call-out-the-fed.html

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/23/strategist-mark-grant-trump-has-a-right-to-call-out-the-fed.html
65) An anon welcomed #Qanon to the board this morning
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66) Q addressed the idea that R anon is working with #Qanon
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67) The backstory on R anon:
Shortly after #Qanon posted on July 4th, someone going under the name R anon showed up on 8chan.
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68) R anon suggested that the plan was for #Qanon to cease posting because he was taking over.
69) The lack of posts by #Qanon seemed a good enough reason for people to follow R anon.
70) My position was that no change of leadership was authorized unless and until we received direct
confirmation from #QAnon. Without confirmation, I thought it better to focus on past drops while we
waited for Q to return.
71) The dilemma of who to follow in the absence of a clear, direct order from command is the basis of the
film, "Crimson Tide."
(It might be worth watching if you haven't seen it.)
#Qanon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crimson_Tide_(film)
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72) Your flashback #Qanon post for today:
In light of news that the President's former attorney Michael Cohen taped one of their conversations,
consider this Q drop from April.
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73) Question everything reported by the MSM including your favorite conservatives commentators.
(They're just as much in the dark as anyone.)
Have faith.
Trust the plan.
Enjoy the show.
#Qanon
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